This week we worked on data optimization, extracting summary, Input Decoder and Logging.

Irfan Goren: This week I worked on the optimization of the project for efficiency. I also helped my friends to implement their codes. I worked on extracting summary data from SMTP and YMSG packets.

Erol Serbest: I worked on Input Decoder part with my friend Kadir. We tried to implement some basic functionalities of the application for our project.

Abdulkadir Vardar: This week I tried to define some features for the YMSG protocol and helped my friend Erol with the Input Decoder application.

Huseyin Sozer: I provided pcap files for the testing of our project and also tried to implement some basic parts of the logging class.

Next week: We hope that we will be finished with the most of the implementation of our project and begin testing.